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1. Introduction
A great part of work in the analysis of signals, images, and generally real-valued functions concerns the extraction of local
information at different levels of resolution, and the conversion of continuous data to a countable collection of coeﬃcients.
Wavelet transforms are undoubtedly the most prominent concept in this area [4].
Topics relevant to wavelet-type transforms include: the computation of wavelet coeﬃcients; the approximative computa-
tion of coeﬃcients from discretely sampled data; re-synthesis of the original continuous data from the coeﬃcient sequences;
the effect which quantizing, thresholding, or otherwise perturbing coeﬃcients has on the synthesis; and how properties like
smoothness can be read off the coeﬃcients.
The overwhelming majority of wavelet-type constructions are linear and their theory is formulated in terms of topological
vector spaces and linear operators. It is a trivial point, which however is important for us, that for linear constructions there
is often no difference between applying them to real-valued data and to vector-valued data (at least if one works with so-
called scalar subdivision schemes as opposed to vector subdivision schemes, we refer the interested reader to [18,21]). Things
become different in the analysis of geometric data, where the structure of a vector space, even if employed for purposes of
coordinate representation, is not natural. Functions which take values in surfaces, or Riemannian manifolds, or Lie groups,
should be analyzed by intrinsic processes. This basically means invariance under appropriate transformation groups: e.g. it
is natural to require that constructions applied to data living in a matrix subgroup G of GLn be invariant with respect to
left translations x → ax where a ∈ G . Likewise, constructions in geometries based on a metric should be invariant under
isometries. Linear constructions for the purpose of analyzing vector-valued data occur only as a special case.
Tools common in multiresolution (wavelet) analysis such as spaces spanned by the translates of a reﬁnable function can
usually not easily be modiﬁed so as to apply to data which take values in more general geometries. Without function spaces,
concepts like orthogonality and best approximation are diﬃcult to formulate. The present paper therefore restricts itself to
the interpolating wavelet transforms introduced in [8,15] which are computable from samples of a function. We recall their
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data is not new, but has been proposed some years ago by Donoho [9] (see also [23]).
The present paper shows how an interpolating wavelet transform may be constructed for both univariate and multi-
variate manifold-valued functions in a way which uniﬁes different kinds of geometries, and that this nonlinear construction
retains essential properties of the analogous linear construction. In particular we show that smoothness of functions directly
corresponds to the decay rate of coeﬃcients.
We mention a few examples of geometries we are thinking of: the Euclidean motion group SEn (pose data of rigid
bodies), the Grassmann manifolds Gn,k (subspace-valued data), and the symmetric space of positive deﬁnite matrices Posn
(multivariate data representing diffusion tensor images).
1.1. Linear stationary subdivision rules
We here recall properties of linear stationary subdivision rules [2]. Such a linear rule S maps real-valued or vector-valued
data p :Zs → Rn (n 1) to data Sp :Zs → Rn according to
(Sp)α =
∑
β∈Zs
aα−Nβ · pβ. (1)
This deﬁnition involves the mask (aα)α∈Zs and the dilation factor N (typically, N = 2). We require a ﬁnite mask (#{α |
aα = 0} < ∞) and aﬃne invariance of S:
for all α,
∑
β∈Zs
aα−Nβ = 1. (2)
Data p formally deﬁned as a function on the unit grid can be interpreted as samples of a function F j p on the grid N− jZ.
Vice versa, a function f may be sampled on a ﬁner grid and converted into data P j f formally deﬁned on the unit grid. We
let
(F j p)
(
N− jα
)= pα, (P j f )α = f (N− jα),
so P jF j p = p. A subdivision rule S is interpolatory, if the function F1Sp interpolates the original data (i.e., p = F1Sp|Zs ).
This is equivalent to a|NZs being zero except for a0 = 1, and it implies that FiS i p = F jS j p|N−iZs whenever i  j.
The sequence {F jS j p} j0 of functions constructed by subdivision has the limit S∞p := lim j→∞ F jS j p, which is deﬁned
in a dense subset of Rs . Convergence and Ck smoothness of a subdivision rule S means that for all input data p, S∞p is
continuous and its unique continuous extension to Rs enjoys Ck smoothness.
We also consider Hölder smoothness of subdivision rules: With the notation (h f )(x) = f (x + h) − f we deﬁne the
Hölder smoothness classes by
f ∈ Lipγ ⇔ ‖ f ‖Lipγ = ‖ f ‖∞ + sup
h∈Rs\0
(
h−γ
∥∥
γ+1 f ∥∥∞)< ∞ (3)
and we say that S has critical Hölder regularity r, if all S∞p ∈ Lipγ whenever γ < r.
A rule S has polynomial reproduction of degree d if for any polynomial f ∈ R[x1, . . . , xs] of total degree  d we have
S f |Zs = P1 f , i.e., applying S to regular samples of f produces a denser sampling of the same f . Ck rules have d k.
Example 1. Denote by L
tα,...,tβ
α,...,β the Lagrange interpolation polynomial which maps each subscript integer to the correspond-
ing superscript. Fix d > 0 and let
SpNα = pα, SpNα+β = Lpα−d,...,pα+d+1α−d,...,α+d+1
(
α + β
N
)
(β = 1, . . . ,N − 1).
Then S is a subdivision rule with dilation factor N and polynomial reproduction degree 2d + 1 [6]. One can show that S
has Ck limit functions, with k ≈ d · const.
1.2. Linear interpolating wavelet transforms
Introduced by [8,15] for the univariate case and N = 2, they are based on a “father wavelet” ϕ :R → R with ϕ|Z = δ,
where (δα)α∈Z is the Kronecker delta sequence (i.e., δ0 = 1 and δα = 0 for α = 0). The major example of [8] is that ϕ = S∞δ
for some interpolatory subdivision rule S . In the following we consider the general multivariate case. Interpolatory wavelet-
like constructions have been used in various places, e.g. [5,16,17,20].
The interpolatory wavelet transform associated with an interpolatory subdivision rule S maps a function f : Rs → Rn to
the coeﬃcient collection (uα)α∈Zs , (w0α)α∈Zs , (w1α)α∈Zs , . . . , which is deﬁned by
u = P0 f = f |Zs , w0 = P1 f − SP0 f , w1 = P2 f − SP1 f , . . . .
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the jth level samples f |N− jZs . We recover f (actually, dense samples of f ) by P j f = w j−1 + Sw j−2 + · · · + S j−1w0 + S ju.
The following result expresses the fact that smoothness of functions is characterized by decay rates of their wavelet
coeﬃcients. Both smoothness and coeﬃcient decay is encoded by ﬁniteness of certain norms. In the present paper we aim
at similar results for the geometric (multivariate and nonlinear) case.
Theorem 2. (See [8, Theorem 2.7].) Assume that the interpolatory univariate subdivision rule S has polynomial reproduction de-
gree  d, and that ϕ = S∞δ has Hölder continuity  r. If r,d > σ > 1p and 0 < p,q  ∞, the norm ‖(u,w0,w1, . . .)‖ :=
‖u‖	p(Z) + ‖ω‖	q(Z+0 ) , where ω j = 2
j(σ−1/p)‖w j‖	p(Z), on the interpolating wavelet coeﬃcients of a function f is equivalent to
the norm of f in the Besov space Bσp,q(R).
1.3. Subdivision rules and wavelet transforms in manifolds
Geometric subdivision rules have been mostly analyzed with regard to smoothness (cf. [13,24–29] for the univariate case
and [12,14] for the multivariate case), but also with regard to approximation order [10]. Various deﬁnitions have been given.
A very general way to deﬁne subdivision in a manifold M relies on analogues of the operation ‘point y minus point x’
and its inverse ‘point x plus vector’ (the vector in question is supposed to lie in an appropriate vector space associated
with x). We use the notation v = y  x and y = x⊕ v for these mappings.
Example 3. In a Lie group M with Lie algebra g we let y  x = log(x−1 y), x ⊕ v = xexp(v), where v ∈ g and log is the
inverse of exp : g → M around e ∈ G . In a Riemannian manifold M we let y  x = exp−1x (y), and x ⊕ v = expx(v) where
v ∈ TxM , and expx is the Riemannian exponential mapping.
Equation (2) shows that we can express the subdivision rule S of (1) in terms of the operations v = y − x, y = x+ v for
points x, y and vectors v:
(Sp)Nγ+α =
∑
β∈Zs
aNγ+α−Nβ · pβ = pγ +
∑
β∈Zs
aNγ+α−Nβ(pβ − pγ )
for all α, but especially α ∈ {0, . . . ,N − 1}s . This motivates the following deﬁnition:
Deﬁnition 4. Assume that π : E → M is a smooth vector bundle over the base manifold M (dim E < ∞), and that ⊕ : E → M
and  :M × M → E are smooth and deﬁned locally around M and the diagonal {(x, x)} ⊂ M × M , respectively. With the
notation v ∈ Ex ⊕−→ x⊕ v and (x, y) −→ x y we require that y  x ∈ Ex , and x ⊕ (y  x) = y whenever deﬁned. Then the
subdivision rule T given by
(T p)Nγ+α = pγ ⊕
∑
β∈Zs
aNγ+α−Nβ(pβ  pγ ) where α ∈ {0, . . . ,N − 1}s,
is called the geometric analogue of S . It applies to data p where all instances of ⊕ and  which contribute to T p — terms
with aNγ+α−Nβ = 0 do not — are deﬁned.
In the Lie group case of Example 3, E = M × g and ⊕ is deﬁned globally, while in the Riemannian case, E = TM and ⊕
is deﬁned globally for complete M . In both cases the domain of  depends on the respective exponential mappings. E.g. in
Cartan–Hadamard manifolds,  is globally deﬁned [7].
Example 5. Consider a surface M ⊂ Rn where P :U → M is a smooth retraction onto M (e.g. a matrix group M is considered
as a surface in Rm×m and P is the closest point projection w.r.t. the Frobenius norm). The subdivision rule T p := P ◦ Sp
operates on data p :Zs → M and is easily seen to be an instance of Deﬁnition 4: We let E = M×Rn , yx = y−x ∈ {x}×Rn ,
and x⊕ v := P (x+ v).
Having transferred subdivision to the manifold setting, we now deﬁne:
Deﬁnition 6. The wavelet transform with respect to the interpolatory subdivision rule T for M-valued data maps a function
f :Rs → M to the coeﬃcients
u = P0 f = f |Zs , w0 = P1 f  T P0 f , w1 = P2 f  T P1 f , . . . .
Here we let (pα)α∈Zs  (qβ)β∈Zs = (pα  qα)α∈Zs . Each of w0,w1, . . . represents bundle-valued data. Note that for
topological reasons (worm holes in M) there might be no function f for given u, {w j} j0, not even if all w j = 0.β
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Hölder regularity of S exceeds γ and this limit exists (which it does for dense enough input data), as shown in [14,28].
Analogous results for the univariate retraction case are given by [13].
2. Results
2.1. Wavelet coeﬃcient decay and smoothness
The ‘usefulness’ of Deﬁnition 6 is indicated by the fact that like in the linear case, the smoothness of a function can be
read off its wavelet coeﬃcients. The precise statements are as follows:
Theorem 8. Let S be a linear interpolatory subdivision rule of Hölder smoothness r and polynomial reproduction degree d, and let
T be its geometric analogue in the bundle π : E → M. Assume that f :Rs → M is continuous, and that w j :Zs → E are the wavelet
coeﬃcients of the function x → f (σ x) for some σ > 0 (whose local existence is guaranteed for small σ ).
If f ∈ Lipα andα < d, then ‖wiβ‖ CN−αi . Conversely, if ‖wiβ‖ CN−αi andα < r, then f ∈ Lipα. The constant C is understood
to be uniform for data values in a compact set.
Here the symbols ‖wiβ‖ refer to a smooth bundle norm for E (e.g. the Riemannian metric in E = TM) the precise choice
of which turns out to be irrelevant.
We break the proof of Theorem 8 into two steps: (i) Localization of the result and transfer to a trivial bundle over an
open subset of Rm (see below); and (ii) Proof for the simpliﬁed setting (see Section 3.3).
We start our discussion with the local nature of the result. There is ρ > 0 such that the mask coeﬃcient aα = 0 whenever
α is outside the ball ρB of radius ρ . Consequently the wavelet coeﬃcient w jβ of the function x → f (σ x) is determined by
f ’s restriction to the ball σN−( j+1)(β + ρB). Smoothness of f (equivalently, smoothness of any f (σ ·)), is a local property.
We may therefore, without loss of generality, restrict the analysis of smoothness of f , and of the wavelet coeﬃcients of f ,
to arbitrarily small neighborhoods.
In particular we assume that we work in the domain of a single bundle chart χ from E to the trivial bundle π˜ : E˜ =
U × Rn → U , where U is open in some Rm . Each E˜-ﬁber {˜x} × Rn is equipped with the χ -image ‖ · ‖˜x of the original
bundle metric, which smoothly depends on x˜. Thus by making U smaller if necessary we can achieve that ‖ · ‖˜x is uniformly
equivalent to the standard metric in Rn .
It is therefore suﬃcient to show Theorem 8 for the case that the bundle is U × Rn , each ﬁber being equipped with the
canonical norm. For convenience, we still use the notation ⊕, , T for the χ -transforms of the respective entities.
2.2. Proximity results
The proof of Theorem 8 relies on the proximity inequality of Theorem 9 which assumes the viewpoint that T is a
perturbation of S and which quantiﬁes the distance of S from T . Such proximity results are widely employed in the
analysis of nonlinear subdivision schemes.
A result similar to Theorem 9 is contained in [14], which allows us to keep the proof short by referring to lemmas also
found there. The part which is new in contrast to [14] is that Theorem 9 applies not only to nonlinear rules T deﬁned in
matrix groups via the matrix exponential function, but the much more general class of geometric analogues considered here.
Nevertheless the algebraic part of the proof is very similar. Theorem 9 considers only subdivision rules in trivial bundles
U × Rm , but in view of the previous section this is suﬃcient for our purposes. We make use of the following notation:
Consider data p : Zs → Rn and the canonical basis vectors e1, . . . , es of Rs . Let
(i p)β = pβ+ei − pβ, (p)β = (1pβ, . . . ,s pβ) ∈ Rns.
Iterating this construction yields data k p :Zs → Rnsk . Further, let ‖p‖ := supα∈Zs‖pα‖∞ . With these preparations, we
formulate:
Theorem 9. Assume that S is a linear interpolatory rule with polynomial reproduction of degree k, and T is its geometric analogue in
the bundle U × Rm (U open in Rn). For any compact K ⊂ U there is C > 0 such that for K -valued data p,
‖Sp − T p‖ C
∑
i1,...,ik∈Z+0
i1+2i2+···+kik=k+1
‖p‖i1 · · ·∥∥k p∥∥ik (k > 0). (4)
For k = 0 we have the better estimate ‖Sp − T p‖ C‖p‖2.
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3.1. Proof of the proximity inequality
Recall that the subdivision rule T reads
(T p)Nγ+α = pγ ⊕
∑
β∈Zs
aNγ+α−Nβ(pβ  pγ ).
The relation x⊕ (y x) = y implies that the linear rule S of (1) is expressible as (Sp)Nγ+α =∑β∈Zs aNγ+α−Nβ(pγ ⊕ (pβ 
pγ )). By introducing some auxiliary notation we can further rewrite S , T :
Ψp :R
m → U , v → p ⊕ v, vβγ := pβ  pγ
⇒ T pNγ+α = Ψpγ
(∑
β∈Zs
aNγ+α−Nβ vβγ
)
, SpNγ+α =
∑
β∈Zs
aNγ+α−NβΨpγ
(
vβγ
)
.
The following lemma concerning the Taylor expansion of Sp − T p is worded in terms of the r-linear mappings drΨx|0
which occur in the Taylor expansion x ⊕ v = x + dΨx|0(v) + · · · + 1k!dkΨx|0(v, . . . , v) + 1(k+1)!dk+1Ψx|θ v(v, . . . , v), where
0 < θ < 1. We also introduce the right inverse Φx : y → y  x of the function Ψx and consider its expansion y  x =∑k
l=1 1l!d
lΦx|x(y − x, . . . , y − x) + O (‖y − x‖k+1).
Lemma 10. The difference T p − Sp can be expanded around γ ∈ Zs as
(T p)Nγ+α − (Sp)Nγ+α =
k∑
l=0
Bl + O
(‖p‖k+1), (5)
where Bl = 1l!
∑
β1,...,βl∈Zs Aβ1,...,βl d
lΨpγ |0(vβ1γ , . . . , vβlγ ), and the coeﬃcients A··· are deﬁned as Aβ,...,β := (aNγ+α−Nβ)l −
aNγ+α−Nβ, if all indices are equal, and as Aβ1,...,βl := aNγ+α−Nβ1 · · ·aNγ+α−Nβl otherwise.
Proof. The proof is the same as for the special case x ⊕ v = xexp(v) in [14]: We expand Sp − T p and estimate the
remainder term via vβγ ≈ dΦpγ (pβ − pγ ). 
By substituting vβγ = Φpγ (pβ) in Bl , we express Bl in terms of the input data p:
Bl = 1l!
∑
I∈{1,...,k}l
1
I!
∑
β1,...,βl∈Zs
Aβ1,...,βl · F Iβ1,...,βl + O
(‖p‖k+1),
where I = (i1, . . . , il), I! = i1! · · · il!, and the symbol F Iβ1,...,βl stands for
F Iβ1,...,βl = CI
([pβ1 − pγ ]i1 times, . . . , [pβl − pγ ]il times), where (6)
CI (x1, . . . , x|I|) = dlΨpγ |0
(
di1Φpγ (x1, . . . , xi1), . . . ,d
ilΦpγ (x1, . . . , x|I|)
)
. (7)
CI : (Rn)|I| → Rn is multilinear. Lemma 12 below, which gives bounds for Bl not in terms of p (which would be easy), but
in terms of higher differences, needs
Lemma 11. Assume that (vτ )τ∈Zs are V -valued data, B : V r → W is a multilinear mapping, and A(v) = ∑τ1,...,τr∈Zs sτ1,...,τr ·
B(vτ1 , . . . , vτr ). With the notation L(n1, . . . ,nr) = {(l ji ) | 1 j  r, 1 i  n j, 1 l ji  s}, A(v) is expressible as∑
τ1,...,τr∈Zs
n1+···+nr=k+1
n j<k+1
∑
l∈L(n1,...,nr)
b(n1,...,nr),lτ1,...,τr B(l11
· · ·l1n1 vτ1 , . . . ,lr1 · · ·lrnr vτr ),
if and only if all derivatives of order  k and all partial derivatives ∂k+1
∂xτj0
with j0 ∈ {1, . . . , r}, τ ∈ Ns and |τ |1 :=∑sr=1 τr = k + 1 of
the Laurent polynomial
fA(x1, . . . ,xr) =
∑
τ1,...,τr∈Zs
sτ1,...,τrx
τ1
1 · · ·xτrr
vanish for (x1, . . . ,xr) = (1, . . . ,1) ∈ Rrs .
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We use the notation xα = xα11 · · · xαss , α ∈ Zs .
Lemma 12. If S reproduces polynomials of degree  k then, in the notation of Eq. (7), there exists a constant C = C(pγ , I,α) > 0,
such that∥∥∥∥ ∑
β1,...,βl∈Zs
Aβ1,...,βl F
I
β1,...,βl
∥∥∥∥ C ∑
n1+···+nk=k+1
∥∥n1 p∥∥ · · ·∥∥nk p∥∥.
Proof. The left-hand sum has the form of the expression “A(v)” in Lemma 11, if we let B = CI and sτ1,...,τ|I| = 0 zero except
for sτ1,...,τ|I| = Aβ1,...,βl , if (τ1, . . . , τ|I|) = ([β1]i1 times, . . . , [βl]i1 times). Clearly the associated Laurent polynomial reads
fA =
( ∑
β1∈Zs
aNγ+α−Nβ1x
β1
1 · · ·xβ1i1
)
· · ·
( ∑
βl∈Zs
aNγ+α−Nβlx
βl
|I|−il+1 · · ·x
βl|I|
)
−
∑
β∈Zs
aNγ+α−Nβxβ1 · · ·xβ|I|.
If D is any differential operator, then DfA(x1, . . . ,x|I|)|(1,...,1) equals
l∏
j=1
(∑
β∈Zs
p j(β)aNγ+α−Nβ
)
−
∑
β∈Zs
l∏
j=1
p j(β)aNγ+α−Nβ,
where p j are polynomials with deg
∏l
j=1 p j = deg(D). This expression has an interpretation in terms of samples and the
subdivision rule S such that the polynomial reproduction property applies: If deg(D) k, DfA(1, . . . ,1) can be expressed
as ∏
j
(Sp j|Zs )Nγ+α −
(
S
(∏
j
p j|Zs
))
Nγ+α
=
∏
j
p j
(
γ + α
N
)
−
(∏
j
p j
)∣∣∣
x=γ+ αN
= 0.
If D = ∂k+1
∂xτj0
, we have
∏
j p j = p j0 and we can express DfA(1, . . . ,1) as
∏
j
(Sp j|Zs )Nγ+α −
(
S
(∏
j
p j|Zs
))
Nγ+α
= (Sp j0 |Zs )Nγ+α − (Sp j0 |Zs )Nγ+α = 0.
By Lemma 11 we can rewrite A(v) in terms of higher order differences  j p. Taking norms yields the desired upper
bound. 
We now complete the proof of Theorem 9. First, since we work in a compact set, we can make the constant C(pγ , I,α)
in Lemma 12 independent of pγ . As there are only ﬁnitely many indices I and α, it is likewise independent of them. By
substituting the upper bounds of Lemma 12 back into Lemma 10, we obtain
‖Sp − T p‖ C
∑
n1+···+nk=k+1,n j<k+1
∥∥n1 p∥∥ · · ·∥∥nk p∥∥
for some constant C > 0. Sorting the right-hand terms by the exponents ni yields the estimate required by Theorem 9
in the case k  1. If k = 0, we observe that (2) causes the terms of orders 0, 1 in the expansion (5) to vanish. Thus,
‖T p − Sp‖ = O (‖vβγ ‖2). Since vβγ = dΦpγ (pβ − pγ ) of ﬁrst order, the result follows. 
3.2. Wavelet coeﬃcient decay in the linear case
The following theorem, which concerns linear schemes, has the ﬂavor of a known result. We were however unable to
locate a literature reference and therefore give a complete proof here. It is interesting that the implication (ii) ⇒ (i) can be
shown using subdivision. Similar results and proofs can be found e.g. in [3].
Theorem 13. Consider the set Ω =⋃ j0 N− jZs of N-adic points, a function f :Ω → Rn, and the wavelet coeﬃcients u, {w j} j0 of
f with respect to a ﬁxed linear interpolatory rule S . If S has Lipγ limit functions, the following are equivalent:
(i) There exists f ′ ∈ Lipα with f ′|Ω = f ;
(ii) f is bounded and there is an integer k > α with ‖kP j f ‖ = O (N−α j);
(iii) ‖u‖ < ∞ and ‖w j‖ = O (N− jα), provided α < γ .
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terpolation spaces according to [1]. Let X consist of the uniformly continuous bounded functions f :Rs → R, and let
Y = Lipγ ⊂ X . Deﬁne the approximation process V j by letting V j f (x) =∑β∈Zs f ( βN j )φ(N jx − β), with φ = S∞δ — in
other notation, V j f (x) = (S∞P j f )(N jx). It obeys lim j→∞ V j f = f , if f ∈ X . As S is a convergent rule, the norms ‖V j‖
w.r.t. ‖ · ‖∞ are bounded independently of j.
It is easy to show the Bernstein-type inequality ‖V j f ‖Y  C(N j)γ ‖ f ‖∞ , as φ has compact support and for all λ > 1,
‖ f (λ·)‖Lipγ  Cλγ ‖ f ‖Lipγ .
We also show the Jackson inequality ‖V j f − f ‖∞  CN− jγ ‖ f ‖Y : Any x ∈ Rs has the form x = h+ y with y ∈ N− jZs and
‖h‖ < s 12 N− j . Let g locally equal the Taylor polynomial of degree γ  − 1 of f at y, so that | f (x) − g(x)|  CN− jγ ‖ f ‖Y ,
with C independent of x, y. By polynomial reproduction, V j g = g , and
‖V j f − f ‖∞  ‖V j f − V j g‖∞ + ‖g − f ‖∞  C
(‖V j‖∞ + 1)(N− j)γ ‖ f ‖Y .
Now [1, Theorem 3.3.1] implies the norm equivalence [X, Y ]+α,∞,K ∼= X Jα,∞,V for α ∈ (0, γ ), in the terminology of [1]. The
former space, by interpolation, equals Lipα [22], the latter equals { f ∈ X | sup j0 N jα‖V j f − V j−1 f ‖∞ < ∞}. By observing
w j = ( f − V j−1 f )|N− jZs = (V j f − V j−1 f )|N− jZs we obtain ‖w j‖  ‖V j f − V j−1 f ‖, i.e., (iii) ⇒ (i). Conversely, V j−1 = V j ◦
V j−1 implies that ‖V j f − V j−1 f ‖ = ‖V j( f − V j−1 f )‖ C‖V j‖‖w j‖ C ′‖w j‖, so (iii) implies f ∈ X Jα,∞,V = Lipα.
The implication (i) ⇒ (ii) follows e.g. from [19, Lemma 2]. For (ii) ⇒ (i), we employ an auxiliary interpolatory rule
S˜ which has a kth derived scheme S˜[k] obeying NkkS˜ = S˜[k]k and with Ck limit functions (take for example tensor
products of the rules of Example 1, concerning the existence of S [k] see e.g. [11, Theorem 4.30]). Assuming ‖kP j f ‖ 
CN−α j , we estimate the interpolatory wavelet coeﬃcients w˜ j of f with respect to S˜:∥∥k w˜ j∥∥= ∥∥k(S˜P j − P j+1) f ∥∥ ∥∥kS˜P j f ∥∥+ ∥∥kP j+1 f ∥∥
 N−k
∥∥S˜ [k]∥∥∥∥kP j f ∥∥+ ∥∥kP j+1 f ∥∥= O (N− jα).
Now w˜ j |N− j+1Zs = 0 implies that w˜ j itself, not only its kth differences, is bounded by O (N− jα). Applying (iii) ⇒ (i) for the
rule S˜ completes the proof. 
Obviously (i) ⇔ (ii) does not have to do anything with subdivision a priori.
3.3. Proof of Theorem 8
Recall that we can restrict ourselves to the bundle U × Rn , with U open in Rm , and the Euclidean metric in each ﬁber
{x} ×Rn . We further assume that we work on data which take values in a compact set K . By locality this is justiﬁed, as we
can simply consider dense enough samples of f . The proof employs Lipschitz constants C1,C2 > 0 for the function :
C1‖p  q‖ ‖p − q‖ C2‖p  q‖. (8)
For the ﬁrst implication of Theorem 8, we assume that f ∈ Lipα, α < d and observe
‖T P j f − P j+1 f ‖ ‖SP j f − P j+1 f ‖ + ‖SP j f − T P j f ‖. (9)
Theorem 13(iii) bounds the ﬁrst term with CN− jα . We let k = 
α, so that k  d. Theorem 13(ii) shows that ‖lP j f ‖ 
ClN−(l−ε) j for l = 1, . . . ,k and any ε > 0. The second term in Eq. (9) is estimated by Theorem 9, as follows:
‖SP j f − T P j f ‖ C
∑
i1+···+kik=k+1
‖P j f ‖i1 · · ·
∥∥kP j f ∥∥ik
 C
∑
i1+···+kik=k+1
(
N−(1−ε) j
)i1 · · · (N−(k−ε) j)ik
= CN−(k+1) j−ε j.
These estimates for (9) together with (8) show∥∥w j∥∥= ‖T P j f  P j+1 f ‖ C−11 ‖T P j f − P j+1 f ‖ C(N−α j + N−(k+1−ε) j),
with ε > 0 arbitrary. This proves the desired decay rate as stated by Theorem 8.
For the proof of the converse statement of Theorem 8, we assume that wavelet coeﬃcients u, w j are given, samples P j f
for j  0 are deﬁned, and that coeﬃcients decay according to w j ∼ N− jα . Part (i) below makes an additional contractivity
assumption, which is justiﬁed in part (iii).
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‖T p‖μ‖p‖ (μ < 1). (10)
This allows us to recursively estimate
‖P j f ‖
∥∥(P j − T P j−1) f ∥∥+ ‖T P j−1 f ‖
 2C2‖P j f  T P j−1 f ‖ + ‖T P j−1 f ‖
 CN−α j +μ‖P j−1 f ‖
 · · ·
which yields
‖P j f ‖ C
j∑
l=0
μlN−α( j−l). (11)
If μNα < 1, then (11), as geometric series, is bounded by C ′N−α j and samples P j f extend to f ∈ Lipα by Theorem 13(ii). If
μNα  1, we choose ν ∈ (μ,1) — this implies N−α/ν < 1 — and gain an estimate by (11) = Cν j∑ jl=0(μ/ν)l(N−α/ν) j−l 
Cν j
∑ j
l=0(μ/ν)
l  C ν j1−μ/ν . With ν = N−δ we have obtained ‖P j f ‖  CN− jδ, showing that samples P j f extend to f ∈
Lip δ. We increase δ by the following ‘bootstrapping’ argument, which invokes Theorem 9 for k = 0:
‖SP j f − P j+1 f ‖ ‖T P j f − P j+1 f ‖ + ‖T P j f − SP j f ‖
 C2‖T P j f  P j+1 f ‖ + C ′‖P j f ‖2
 CN−α j + C ′′N−2δ j  C ′′′N−min(α,2δ) j.
Thus f ∈ Lipmin(α,2δ). By iteration, we obtain f ∈ Lipα.
Part (ii): α  1. Here we use induction. If for an integer k > 0 we already know f ∈ Lip(k − ε) for all ε > 0, we show
f ∈ Lipγ for all γ ∈ [k,k + 1), provided γ  α. As part (i) above serves as an induction base (k = 1), this proves f ∈ Lipα.
We employ as an auxiliary device the wavelet coeﬃcients w˜ j = SP j f − P j+1 f with respect to the linear rule S . S re-
produces polynomials of degree k (because k γ  α < r). We invoke Theorem 9 to estimate the coeﬃcients w˜ j :∥∥w˜ j∥∥ ‖SP j f − T P j f ‖ + ‖T P j f − P j+1 f ‖ ‖SP j f − T P j f ‖ + C2‖T P j f  P j+1 f ‖
 C
( ∑
i1+2i2+···+kir=k+1
‖P j f ‖i1 · · · ‖kP j f ‖ik + N−α j
)
.
By Theorem 13, f ∈ Lip(k − ε) implies ‖lP j f ‖ ClN−(l−ε) j for l = 1, . . . ,k, so∥∥w˜ j∥∥ C(N−(k+1−ε) j + N−α j) CN−γ j, with C > 0.
Theorem 13(iii) shows that f ∈ Lipγ . By induction, f ∈ Lipα.
Part (iii). To complete the proof of Theorem 8, we have to justify (10): It is known (cf. [2]) that for some iterate Sm there
is μ′ < 1 with ‖Smp‖ μ′‖p‖. By [24, Lemma 3], the case k = 1 of Theorem 9 applies to Sm,T m (since it applies to
S,T ). Now [25, Theorem 1] says that existence of μ′ implies ‖T mp‖μ‖p‖ for some μ < 1, for dense enough input
data. Obviously samples P j f are dense enough for j greater than some j0.
We now estimate the wavelet coeﬃcients of f with respect to the subdivision rule T m , which has dilation factor Nm .
Locally T is Lipschitz continuous, so that ‖T p − T q‖ D‖p − q‖ (this follows from the construction of T from S). Thus,∥∥T mP j  P j+m∥∥ C−11 ∥∥T mP j − P j+m∥∥

m∑
l=0
∥∥T m−lP j+l − T m−l−1P j+l+1∥∥ m∑
l=0
Dm−l−1‖T P j+l − P j+l+1‖
 C2
m∑
l=0
Dm−l−1‖T P j+l  P j+l+1‖ CN−α j = C
(
Nm
)− j αm
for some C > 0. Part (i) applied to T m yields f ∈ Lip δ, with δ = αm , and so ‖P j f ‖ = O (N−δ j). From here part (i) goes as
above. 
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Theorem 8 assumes that wavelet data u, {w j} j0 come from a continuous function f . If we do not know this a priori, we
must observe that the bundle-valued sequences w j are not arbitrary: The reconstruction procedure P j f := T (. . . T (T u ⊕
w0) ⊕ w1 . . .) ⊕ w j is well deﬁned if and only if π ◦ w j = T P j f for j  0. However, if the ﬁbers Ex are canonically
isomorphic to a ﬁxed vector space E0 (as in the Lie group and retraction cases), we can view w j as E0-valued sequences,
and the consistency condition is void.
It is clear that the proof of Theorem 8 applies to data u, {w j}:
Corollary 14. In the same setting as Theorem 8 assume that coeﬃcients u :Zs → M and w j :Zs → E ( j = 0,1, . . .) are consistently
chosen such that the reconstruction procedure is deﬁned. If ‖w jβ‖  CN−α j with C small enough, and u is dense enough, then the
samples P j f extend to a Lipα function f .
The rather unspeciﬁc statements on u being dense enough and C small enough cannot be avoided. This is because
reconstruction of a function with vanishing wavelet coeﬃcients leads to the limit function T ∞u, and there are examples
where that limit does not exist. More speciﬁc statements are possible only for speciﬁc smaller classes of subdivision rules.
We leave this problem, which appears to exhibit a big difference between the cases s = 1 and s > 1, as a topic for future
research.
Further interesting problems related to our work include analysis of average-interpolating transformations [23], as well
as the Lipschitz stability of the reconstruction procedure, which is intimately connected with the stability of the underlying
subdivision scheme. Stability is the topic of a forthcoming paper.
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